
 

System by Michael Murray

Why settle for a 50/50 when a 50/50 can become a one in 52!

The System is a fast-paced multi-phase effect which culminates with the
revelation of a thought of card.

Way back in 2017 Michael Murray released what many now refer to as the bible
of the 'thought of card' plot. Owing to the work involved in memorizing that
system, many customers begged for a simpler alternative. Fast forward to 2024
and Michael is very proud to release the most streamlined 'think a card' reveal
imaginable.

Prepare to Flip Out! 

With little more required than a simple flip of a singular poker chip, your
participant settles upon one card from 52 possibilities in their mind. With no
complex fishing procedures or difficult memory work you can almost instantly
reveal the card that they are thinking of.

Why carry 52 playing cards when you can carry just one poker chip!

Triple Threat

Couple the above with the additional poker chips supplied and you have a deadly
three phased routine that not only makes perfect sense thematically but is
guaranteed to blow your participants away.

Under the pretense of displaying your ability to read any opponent at a gaming
table, you first intuit the value of a poker chip concealed in their hand. Next you
prove your ability to know if they are even thinking about lying.

After gaining an understanding of how your participant thinks, you now have
them flip a singular poker chip whist your back is turned. The participant then
uses the poker chip to create the value and suit of a playing card in their mind.

With nothing else spoken (the chip can be completely hidden from sight) you can
immediately begin to reveal the card that they are thinking of and in some
instances, you can even go as far as to describe the exact thoughts that existed
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in the participants mind right before you hit them with the revelation.

Super direct
No logic puzzles
Totally hands off

Prop-less version also explained. Deviously simple (learn in mere minutes)

Reveal multiple cards by involving a second participant

Almost zero process (reveal a thought of card in under sixty seconds)

Works in any language (please note that the poker chips are written in English)

Each set includes: 

Three custom printed poker chips
Velvet draw string carrying pouch
Indepth downloadable video instruction
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